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2020 EUROBOIS AWARDS:
13 companies vying for trophies!
EUROBOIS 2020, the timber, woodworking machinery, and fitting-out trade show, throws open its
doors this 4th February at Eurexpo Lyon. True to its vocation of product launch platform, EUROBOIS
2020 will be rewarding displays of innovation, new product features, and technological advances from
the show’s industrial and manufacturing exhibitors in the EUROBOIS Awards prize ceremony.

What are the EUROBOIS Awards?
The 2020 EUROBOIS AWARDS are open to all industrial and manufacturing exhibitors at the EUROBOIS
2020 trade show who want to showcase their products and services and heighten their visibility among
the sector’s professionals. They reward innovation, technological advances, and new product features. All
the products and services competing for the EUROBOIS Awards can be seen by following our “new
products itinerary”, making it easy for visitors to discover all the new features and innovations on display
from exhibitors at the trade show.
The judges, chosen from professional visitors, representatives of professional organizations, and trade
show partners, got together on 13th December to choose 13 out of the many innovative products and
services that will go forward to the Award finals. These entries stood out not only by their new and/or
innovative character but also by their performance advantage over other products on the market, their
environmental aspects, their visual appeal, their ergonomics, their certificates and labels, and the edge
they provide in use by professionals. This year, for the first time, the company’s CSR actions are also taken
into account in the judging!
Make a date with the trade show on 4th February for the presentation of prizes
des prix des lauréats.

Close-up on the judges:
2020 CHAIRMAN OF THE PANEL: Arnaud Godevin, principal of the ESB Ecole Supérieure du
Bois








Jacques Berlioz, General manager -LE BOIS INTERNATIONAL magazine
André Charignon, Manager - LES ATELIERS CHARIGNON |Chairman of the fitting-out carpenters
union -CAPEB 69 -Organizer of the “Wood Challenge”
Vincent Charroin, Chairman of SAS CHARROIN TOITURES, Chairman of the “Carpentry-Roofing”
Professional Chamber of BTP RHONE–FFB
Hugo Delavelle, Designer & manager -Atelier HUGO DELAVELLE
Nicolas Digaire, Manager of Pibois-Innovation cluster for second stage timber conversion –
COMPAGNON DU DEVOIR
Jean-Denis Forterre, Technical services manager - CAPEB Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Francis Gonçalves, Carpenter and director – ENTREPRISE GONCALVES






Jean-François Jaillet, Member of the FRENCH CHAMBER of OUTFITTING | Manager of JAILLET
MENUISERIE AGENCEUR
Xavier Luginbuhl, FRENCH CHAMBER of OUTFITTING | Deputy general manager of HASAP
GROUP
Hervé Marechal, Outfitter and director - APPORT ANSE
Michel Poncet, Joiner and director - 7M PONCET

Close up on the 13 nominated companies


Corrshield and 3D Wood from ALTERNATIVE BOIS – Stand 6L19

Product presentation:
CorrShield is a high-performance packaging product that combines high impact resistance with lower
weight and an environmentally friendly manufacturing process.
Made from wood veneer and recycled fibres, it is designed to replace traditional packaging materials
with an innovative, cutting-edge solution in the construction, fitting-out, decoration, and packaging
sectors.


Renovation Lacquer from BLANCHON – Stand 6K14

Product presentation:
This is the first vitrifying fluid suitable for many surfaces without sanding. The Renovation Lacquer can
durably renovate all vitrified and oiled timber floorboards as well as worn, faded laminate or PVC floor
coverings without stripping or replacing the covering. Its unique formula with high wetting power and a
hardening additive guarantees excellent adherence without an undercoat, as well as high resistance to
floor traffic and chemical aggression. With its great filling power, Renovation Lacquer repairs surface
scratches and revives faded floors in a single coat. Its easy, quick, economic application ensures rooms
are brought back into service in double quick time.

 Vortek Spaces VR from CABINET VISION France – Stand 6F10
Product presentation:
VORTEK Spaces is unique 3D visualization software dedicated to cabinet makers, kitchen planners,
interior designers, fitters-out, and architects. Professionals design using their favourite CAD program
and display the result in VORTEK Spaces. VORTEK Spaces democratizes access to and uplifts the quality
of 3D presentation thanks to its key functions: results in record time (creation of professional 3D virtual
visit in under 15 minutes), astonishing ease of use (intuitive results with non-technical approach), huge
library of ready-to-use manufacturers’ materials and 3D accessories, production of images, videos, 360°
revolving views, and interactive 3D virtual visits. Windows 10 application obtainable from the Microsoft
Store, continual updating of features and content.

 Logistock from DIGIBOIS – Stand 6G33
Product presentation:
Logistock is an application dedicated to forest exploitation and first-stage timber conversion that lets
timber sector professionals manage their activities and stocks from their telephones and tablets.

 OAKBOT from EPUR SAS – Stand 6G05
Product presentation:
The Oakbot is the first numerically controlled, portable carpentry robot. Designed for woodworking, it is
innovative, accurate, and reliable. Its peculiarity lies in combining digital with mobility thanks to the
coupled trolley. Craftsmen work in complete safety because the OAKBOT does the machining all on its
own. Its high productivity places added value in the hands of the workforce and redefines timber frame
cutting as an enterprise tool.

 PCS - Preventive Contact System from FELDER – Stands 6D104 & 6D112
Product presentation:
PCS is a supplementary safety measure for stationary saws. It allays the risk of injury (gashes, severing,
etc.) thanks to a revolutionary system that ELIMINATES all risk of skin contact with the blade by pulling it
away, after which a simple button press re-enables it. The saw block is supported by two electromagnets beneath the table during operation. The saw blade itself is the safety device. By passing a
current through the spindle into the blade, PCS creates a capacitance field around it. As soon as any
non-inert matter enters this field, altering its resistance, the machine detects danger and reverses the
magnetic polarity while increasing the current tenfold. This snaps the blade down out of the way in
1/1000 of a second. The saw block is damped at the end of its fall. Once the danger has passed, the
operator resets the polarity, the saw block rises back into place, and the machine can be restarted.

 TKS 80 circular table saw with SawStop technology from FESTOOL – Stand 6E49
Product presentation:
The first Festool saw to feature SawStop innovative technology ensures optimum safety for operators’
fingers. SawStop technology’s built in high-sensitivity detector guarantees safe sawing of nonconducting materials. If the saw blade comes into contact with skin, it is stopped dead within five
milliseconds and disappears into the worktop. An expendable cartridge unleashes a pre-compressed
spring, thrusting an aluminium block into the path of the teeth. Once the cartridge has been triggered, it
is replaced in several short steps. SawStop technology can always be deactivated if necessary.

 iTronic from MICHAEL WEINIG AG/HOLZ HER – Stand 6E124
Product presentation:
The iTronic edgeband controller has a knife that adapts its pressure to the edge thickness and height.
The pressure is always right for the edge type, wear is reduced, and needless vibrations are eliminated.
The contact pressure of each roller is adapted to the specific use by an intelligent pneumatic system.
Scrap rates are minimized and prototypes are no longer necessary before beginning. The result is
optimum machining even when there are frequent changes of application.
The automatic control adapts to glue quantity requirements by the selection of a programme.
The PUR glue rinse cycle is fully automated and built into the controls. With a simple keypress, the
aggregate is automatically rinsed with the right amount of cleaner at the correct temperature and
contact pressure.
The system automatically monitors how much glue is left and tells the user how many linear metres can
still be produced thanks to a specific sensor.

 The V-1230 panel connector series from OVVO– Stand 6L84
Product presentation:
V-1230 connectors join together panels of 15mm and over without tools or glue by means of a simple,
reversible click. The advantages are many: up to 80% time savings during assembly (only 17 seconds for
a pedestal block); 100% flat pack even after dismantling; no separate components to pack when
relocating; suitable for insertion by an automatic machine; suitable for small businesses; 100% invisible
without glue or screws; assembly and dismantling without tools; easy, quick preparation by standard
CNC machines; no extra investment required; enormous strength; usable at several angles; opposite
insertion in 18mm panels; available as standard in most furniture industry software.



SPIDER from ROTHO BLAAS France SARL – Stand 6F78

Product presentation:
Connection and reinforcement system for floor-and-post assemblies in several-storey buildings. The
system facilitates the construction of multi-storey buildings with floor-and-post structures. Certified,
calculated, and optimized for posts made of CLT, LVL, and steel, creating new structural and
architectural horizons. The system’s steel core eliminates compression of CLT floors by enabling the
direct transfer of over 5000kN vertical force between posts. The system’s arms avoid piercing of the CLT
floor by supporting very high shear stresses. Suitable for column spacings of up to 7.0m x 7.0m.

 Horizontal drilling system from SCM Group France – Stand 6K130
Product presentation:
Aggregates for installation on electric spindles have already appeared on the market but at a very high
cost and suffering from the maintenance problems inherent to all aggregates. The solution involves fitting
a drilling head already comprising at least 8 horizontal cutters (depending on the head configuration: two
for each lateral face of the panel). For little more than the price of a standard drilling head with horizontal

heads, it can horizontally drill parts of 16mm minimum thickness by positioning them directly on the
expendable panel. This greatly simplifies drilling operations on all the furniture’s components while also
eliminating the possible need for an additional manual machine. As a bonus, in our solution, the
mechanical and software functions are perfectly matched.
The Maestro nesting software, even in its basic “rectangular” version, once the nesting is optimized (panel
cutting and drilling completed), automatically produces a set of horizontal drilling programmes for the
cut-out parts in the nesting scheme. When the plan is released, we simply recall the previously produced
Maestro programmes and make the horizontal parts forming the furniture, which only need drilling
horizontally without modifying anything mechanical on the machine, even when there are two different
drilling diameters for each face of the part.

 Shaper Origin from SHAPER TOOLS GMBH – Stand 7A02
Product presentation:
Shaper Origin is the first hand-guided CNC. A milling machine fitted with a powerful computer allowing
the user to follow a digital model on a screen. Precision servomotors automatically correct all the
movements for perfect results on a wide variety of materials.

 SPITBULL from SPIT PASLODE – Stand 6G20
Product presentation:
The first cordless 36V driller-plugger on the market, enabling a fastening to be completely installed using
one tool, a single tool for anchor bolt drilling, striking, and fastening. Spitbull provides anchor
installation with a performance guarantee. A single tool with all the functions of a hammer, a wrench, a
screwdriver, and a drill.

One day’s deliberation at the show for choosing the prizewinners
The “Contest prizewinners” will be chosen at the trade show, after a day’s deliberation on Tuesday, 4th
February, when the judges will be visiting the stands of each nominated company to discover the
products in situ or in operation and talk about them with the manufacturers. The winners, who will be
distinguished from the other products on show, will be presented with their EUROBOIS Awards the
same evening, on Tuesday 4th February at 5pm on the TV stage in the presence of professional
buyers, project initiators, manufacturers and reporters from the press.
During this ceremony, Arnaud Godevin, Principal of the ESB Ecole Supérieure du Bois and an exclusive
partner of the contest, will present the trophies, specially designed and crafted by les Compagnons du
Devoir.

A visitors’ itinerary for highlighting innovation in the sector
To guide victors around the trade show and help them identify new, innovative features, products, and
services, professionals will be able to find all the products and services from companies competing for
the Awards on the “New products itinerary”.

The 13 products and services shortlisted by the judges will be showcased to professionals as the
“Judges favourites”.
>> Your next press dates:
Full programme to be announced in January, 2020.

Full information on the next edition of Eurobois
is available on the trade show broadsheet.

ABOUT THE ORGANISER
With 200 events organised worldwide for professionals and the general public alike, GL events Exhibitions has acquired
unparalleled know-how in the business of organising trade shows, a trade which requires ever more exacting skills in marketing,
communication, and organisation while staying close to people in its markets.
The Eurobois trade show is organised by the GL events Exhibitions Green Tech+ department, which also manages 7 other major
gatherings: BePOSITIVE, HyVolution, Lighting Days, ExpoBiogaz, Paysalia, Rocalia and Piscine Global 2020.

Eurobois website

